
NICO.LAB releases latest version of
StrokeViewer including 3 new CE marked
algorithms

NICO.LAB's new mobile application

empowers physicians every step of the

stroke workflow to provide patients with

the right treatment, in time.

AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS, June 17,

2021 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Amsterdam-based MedTech company

NICO.LAB has just released a new

version of their clinical-decision

support tool following a successful

funding round of AUD $13 million

earlier this year. Their new mobile

application includes a range of

additional validated artificial

intelligence algorithms and new features that can help physicians diagnose stroke patients faster

and more accurately.

StrokeViewer is a clinical-decision support tool that combines a variety of AI algorithms and a

unique communication platform to help physicians diagnose patients in the emergency setting.

Stroke is a time-critical disease where reducing the time to diagnosis by minutes can be the

difference between recovery and life-long disability. 

The new version of StrokeViewer includes three new CE marked algorithms in addition to the

already available LVO detection, location and Hemorrhage detection algorithms. The CE marking

of Collateral assessment, Automated Perfusion Analysis and ASPECTS means StrokeViewer can

empower physicians at every step of the stroke workflow, enabling them to provide patients with

the right treatment in time.

Many studies have emphasized the relevance of collateral blood flow in patients presenting with

acute ischemic stroke (AIS). During an AIS, collaterals play a vital role in providing alternative

routes of blood flow to the tissue surrounding the blockage, providing oxygen to the tissue and

therefore keeping it alive. Therefore NICO.LAB developed StrokeViewer’s CE-marked Collateral

http://www.einpresswire.com
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assessment algorithm which provides consistent quantitative measurements to help physicians

make the right treatment choice, with no room for interobserver variability. By combining an

excellent vessel segmentation with an accurate thrombus detection, the relative blood flow on

the affected side  is assessed and quantified with precision. This solution is proven to be reliable

in predicting outcome and treatment efficacy and strongly correlates to the current expert-rated

standard(1).

Determining the amount of salvageable tissue that can potentially be saved through reperfusion

therapy is an important step in making a treatment decision in the stroke workflow.

StrokeViewer’s Automated perfusion analysis processes CT perfusion images and MRI scans to

detect the size of the infarct core and penumbra in acute ischemic stroke. Quality checks and

preprocessing steps are always a vital part of StrokeViewer’s solution to ensure consistent and

reliable results. Therefore the algorithm takes into account movement of the patient, corrects it

and displays this through the DICOM viewer that is certified for diagnostic use.

ASPECTS is a 10-point scale used by physicians to determine how much of the brain has been

affected by an ischemic stroke. It is a reliable tool to assess early ischemic changes but is

susceptible to large inter observer variability, reducing its benefits and reliability in the clinical

workflow. Automating the ASPECTS scoring using StrokeViewer overcomes this meaning

consistent and reliable results are maintained between hospitals and their network.

StrokeViewer’s ASPECTS algorithm has been trained on heterogeneous data, meaning results are

a continuous and reliable outcome measure empowering physicians to provide patients with the

right treatment, in time. 

The broad portfolio of algorithms included in StrokeViewer with our unique communication

platform and certified diagnostic viewer empowers physicians to make well-informed treatment

decisions with confidence. 

At NICO.LAB, we believe connecting human and artificial intelligence will revolutionize emergency

care. Founded in 2015, NICO.LAB is a MedTech company that stems from leading clinical

research. We develop  end-to-end  solutions to further empower physicians in emergency care.

Powered by unique datasets, our artificial intelligence product StrokeViewer® enhances stroke

patient outcomes by reducing time to treatment. With CE, TGA and FDA clearance and following

a recent successful investment round, we are destined to enhance patient outcomes all over the

world.

Learn more on www.nico-lab.com. Follow us on www.linkedin.com/company/nico-lab
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